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ABSTRACT 
Recently, in the era of the 4th Industrial Revolution, the educational field of 3D printers is in- creasing, and the demand 

for 3D printers for home use is also increasing. Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) and Digital Light Processing (DLP) are 

representative 3D printer’s output methods, but the FDM method, which uses filaments as the main material, is inexpensive 

and convenient to use, so it is widely used for home and education. However, this method tends to waste the amount of filament 

used due to the support during output, and the problem of long output time has not been solved yet, so there is a need to improve 

this. This study proposes a ”non-support output system” technology by designing several models that can be output without 

a support through simulation. As a result of the study, the amount of filament, which is the main material, decreased during 

output, and the output time was rapidly reduced, so it was possible to visually confirm cost reduction and energy saving. 

Therefore, this study seems to be of great significance in that it suggested a direction for the development of 3D printers that 

supplement and improve the shortcomings of existing 3D printers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Definition of 3D Printer 

It refers to a machine that creates three-dimensional objects based on input drawings as if a 2D printer prints a type 

or picture. [1–3] 

 

B. 3D Printer Output Method 

3D printers are divided into stacked and cut types according to the method of making three-dimensional 

printed materials. The stacked type is a method of stack- ing a very thin two-dimensional surface in layers, and the 

cutting type is to make a print by cutting a large lump as if it were carved. In the case of a cutting type, unnec- 

essary parts of the material are cut off, so the material is lost, and the surface of the part to which the support is 

connected is not smooth because of the support that prevents shape change when pulling out the object. How- ever, 

most of the recent 3D printers are stacked printers. [4, 5] 

 

C. Definition of support 

It refers to floor supports and shape aids that are needed to print products on a 3D printer. 

 

II. MOTIVATION FOR RESEARCH 
When outputting a result with a 3D printer, a support is required to support the overhang (floating part in 

the air) so that it does not flow down. Therefore, the results and support are produced together with a 3D printer, 

which increases the amount of filaments (materials of the 3D printer) and output time used to make the support. 

Many people always feel uncomfortable about that when they make things with 3D printers. Support had to al- 

ways be used to support overhang, and because of the nature of the 3D printer, even small printouts take a lot of 

time, but with the addition of time to produce support, you have to spend more time waiting for a long time. In 

addition, the time it takes to remove the support of the output and the time for post-processing after removing it 

may be wasted. Therefore, to solve this problem, the purpose of this study is to devise a method that can out- put 

an object to a 3D printer by utilizing a material that hardens relatively quickly. [6, 7] 
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FIG. 1. An illustration that expresses the operating principles of stacked 3D printers. 

 

III. PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION 
A. Problems and Improvement Methods 

Currently, in stacked 3D printers, the object output using the support is not melted but hardened to form 

a shape, and then the support is removed to output the object we want. There are two main types of filaments for 

3D printers, the first being Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene copolymer (ABS). As its name suggests, it is a styrene 

resin composed of three components: acryloni- trile, butadiene, and styrene. The second is Poly Lactic Acid 

(PLA). It is a plastic made of corn starch, and bio- polyester is the main ingredient. However, both types do not 

harden quickly, requiring support during output. This study used Bulk Metallic Glass (BMG) to improve this 

problem. BMG is a recently made new material that is very flexible and has glass properties, not plastic, so it is 

considered suitable for this study because it hardens much faster than existing plastic filaments[8–11]. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
The MD simulation presently carried out use the 

 

OVITO 

OVITO makes molecular dynamics simulations visual. Molecular dynamics (MD) is a standard simulation 

tech- nique for predicting materials structures and behavior at the atomic scale. This type of simulation model com- 

putes three-dimensional particle trajectories, which typ- ically need to be further analyzed in order to obtain sci- 

entific insights from the data. Powerful analysis and vi- sualization techniques play a key role in this process as 

the simulated systems become bigger and more complex. Without the right software tool, key information would 

remain undiscovered, inaccessible and unused. OVITO is a visualization and analysis software for output data 

generated in molecular dynamics, atomistic Monte-Carlo and other particle-based simulations. 

 

B. Sample preparation 

In MD simulations, we select the values presented in Tripathy et. al for potential energy expressions 

between molecules. Based on the van der Waals energy value be- tween the magnetic particles, the calculation 

was con- ducted by converting to the following Lenard-Jones po- tential. 

Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simu- lator (LAMMPS) package[12]. Atomistic 

visualization and analysis is done with the Open Visualization Tool (OVITO) visualization soft-ware[13]. 

 

A. LAMMPS 

LAMMPS is a classical molecular dynamics (MD) code that models ensembles of particles in a liquid, 

solid, or gaseous state. It can model atomic, polymeric, biological, solid-state (metals, ceramics, oxides), granular, 

coarse- grained, or macroscopic systems using a variety of in- teratomic potentials (force fields) and boundary 

condi- tions. It can model 2d or 3d systems with sizes ranging from only a few particles up to billions. In the 

most general sense, LAMMPS integrates Newton’s equations of motion for a collection of interacting particles. 

A single particle can be an atom or molecule or electron, a coarse-grained cluster of atoms, or a mesoscopic or 

macroscopic clump of material. The interaction mod- els that LAMMPS includes are mostly short-ranged in 

nature. LAMMPS uses neighbor lists to keep track of nearby particles. The lists are optimized for systems with 

particles that are repulsive at short distances, so that the local density of particles never becomes too large. This is 

in contrast to methods used for modeling plasma or gravitational bodies (like galaxy formation)[9, 14, 15]. 

Among the parameters used in Eqn. (1), the value of PEEK between particles is described in Table 1. 

Here, ϵLJ and σLJ represent the depth of the well of the Leonard-Jones potential and the distance between the 
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particles to which the potential energy becomes 0, and mbead represents the mass of a single particle. For pa- 

rameters applied between the PEEK particles and the surface, 3ϵLJ was used to be attached between the bot- tom 

plate, and 1ϵLJ was used for the upper plate. In the case of σLJ , both plates used 1σLJ . 

As shown in Figure 2, the simulation system consists of 339 linear chain molecules with 100 beads. It consists 

of a Face Centered Cubic (FCC) type upper plate and a floor plate modeled with a rigid body. At this time, the 

size of the beads constituting the molecule and the flat plate was 1σLJ . The boundary condition used the periodic 

boundary condition in all directions, and the size of the system to which the periodic condition was applied was 

14.142 × 14.142 ×140. Basically, the system temperature was maintained using the Langevine thermostat to meet 

the conditions of the canonical ensemble The time step of the simulation was 001τ , and the system temperature was 

initially set to T=5 for molecular dispersion, and then it was cooled back to the desired temperature, T=1, after 

5×105 step. Finally, post-treatment was performed using the data obtained, and the shape was analyzed. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

FIG. 2. Snapshot of a periodic cells with different size 

 

The present work employs a number of well-known local atomic structural measures: Figure 3 

graphically shows the value of the Radial Pair Distribution Function (g(r)) between the floor plane and the 

molecular PEEK and PEEK molecules according to the temperature of the system according to the applied 

simulation model. g(r) represents a density that changes according to a parti- cle distance to be measured for a 

reference particle. The comparative temperature condition was compared with a temperature up to 10 times higher 

than the reference temperature, T=1. As shown in Fig. 3, both high and low temperature results are present at the 

first local max- imum r-0.7, that is, the interval value between beads forming a chain molecule, and the next 

appears before and after r-2.2σLJ . On the other hand, in Fig. 4, which shows the results of simulations that have 

grown in size, it exists even before and after r 1.1σLJ , indicating that there is entanglement due to manpower. In 

this model, the local maximum is similar even under other tempera- ture conditions, and in a low temperature 

environment, the local maximum is increased near r 1.1, resulting in increased structuralization. This is thought 

to be due to irregular and dissipative forces in the attraction between molecules. In particular, in the case of 

dissipative forces, information on speed as well as distance is included, indi- cating that it is a suitable model for 

predicting dynamic changes or homogeneous structures rather than interpret- ing static structures. On the other hand, 

small models basically have van der Waals attraction, so if the degree of disturbance due to system temperature is 

less than the intermolecular potential energy value, a structure such as an internal void may occur. 

Figure 5 shows the cavity-shaped pores generated according to the system temperature during the MD 

simu- lation. In order to show the part where the pores appear, an area was organized so that the thickness was 

y2σLJ in the direction, and the part where the pores occurred was shown As illustrated in the figure, in the case of 

high temperatures T=10 and T=5, molecules were expand- ing steadily, but pores were not manifested, and as the 

temperature dropped to T=2 and T=1, pores with a di- ameter of 5–10σLJ were generated For the diameter of  the 

pores, the range was estimated by calculating the av- erage value of the maximum minimum diameter of each empty 

space present in the figure. It is inferred that the PEEK molecules, which are the units that make up the structure, have a 

long chain shape in the longitudinal direction, and that voids form when entanglement by at- traction existing between 

the molecules occurs partially unevenly. 
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FIG. 3. Radial Distribution Functions for large model simu- lation. 

FIG. 4. Radial Distribution Functions for small model simu- lation 

 

FIG. 5. Snapshots of temperature-dependent cavity distribu- tions 

 

1) Changes in data values according to differences in atomic size According to the graph, TotEng had 

a value of -7 to -5, E-pair also had a value of -7 to -5, and temp had a value of 0 to 1, but Press had a small change 

and difference in the graph, which was about 0.2 on average and larger in the middle. 2) Changes in data values ac- 

cording to the amount of atoms accumulated Analyzing the data values in the case of 1,500 and 5,700 accumu- lated 

atoms, respectively, TotEng had an average value of -7 to -6, and the same was true in the case of E-pair’s graph, 

but the slope of 5,700 was slightly sharper. In the case of Press’s graph, the average value of the graph was about 

0.2 different from the average value of 1 in the case of 1500 graphs, but in the case of 5,700 graphs, the slope was 

gradually gentle at 8.5 and inversely proportional to stop at 3. 
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FIG. 6. Snapshots of temperature-dependent cavity distributions 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The following conclusions were obtained by deriving simulation results on entanglement and co-occurrence ac- 

cording to temperature of PEEK chain molecules imple- mented using molecular dynamics. 

  The g(r) results show that intermolecular entangle- ment can only be confirmed in interpretation with 

the model as the base MD half. On the other hand, when the DPD model was applied, the molecules were spatially 

homogenized. 

Through MD simulation, it was observed that the volume was reduced and voids were generated inside 

through the process of solidifying molecules in a high- temperature PEEK melting state. 

It was confirmed that MD simulation is a reasonable method for observing non-uniform structures 

generated during the coagulation process and pores generated by them. 
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FIG. 7. Snapshots of temperature-dependent cavity distributions 
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